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Comprehension(20 minutes) Section A 1. A) $9. B） $18.C） $12.

D） $36. 2. A) to his home.B） to her home. C） to go to the

picnic.D） to go shopping. 3. A) see a film. B） take care of the

baby. C） take the baby to go out. D） sit together with the baby. 4.

A) They bought the motorbike. B） They had no time. C） They

didn’t want a refrigerator. D） There’s nothing wrong with the

old one. 5. A) typing.B） drawing a picture. C） doing exercise.D）

playing the piano. 6. A) He will explain to her. B） He doesn’t

want to explain to her. C） He doesn’t know the problem. D）

He doesn’t understand what she said. 7. A) Brown isn’t in right

now. B） Brown doesn’t want to speak to him. C） The woman

doesn’t want to help him. D） The man dialed the wrong number.

8. A) He never does things early. B） He has already finished it. C）

He isn’t going to finish it. D） He will finish it in a few minutes. 9.

A) The bus won’t come today because of accident. B） The bus

will arrive at 10:30. C） The bus was damaged in the accident. D）

The bus may arrive tomorrow. 10. A) business associates. B) boss

and secretary. C) teacher and student. D) good friends. Section B

Directions:In this section you will hear 3 short passages. At the end of

each passage, you will hear some questions. Both the passage and the

questions will be spoken only once. After you hear one question, you

must choose the best answer from the four choices marked A), B),



C) and D). Then mark the corresponding letter on the answer sheet

with a single line through the center. Passage One Questions 11 to 14

are based on the following passage: 11.A) 25 million. B) 75

million.C) 55 million. D) 5 million. 12.A) Government funded.B)

Political.C) Private.D) None of the above. 13.A) Wars or natural

disasters make them lose their families. B) They want to help their

families earn enough money to survive. C) They are poor. D) All the

above. 14.A) The Philippines. B) Brazil.C) Mexico.D) Guatemala.

Passage Two Questions 15 to 17 are based on the following passage:

15. A) Philip has not been to this part of the library before. B) It was

very quiet in the library. C) Philip fell off the ladder and made a loud

noise. D） The librarian was very kind to readers. 16. A) Novels.B）

Collections of maps.C) Magazines.D） Fiction stories. 17. A) Philip

was a rude boy. B） Philip was asked to leave the library. C） Philip

was not old enough to read in this library. D) Philip damaged the

book by falling it to the floor. Passage Three Questions 18 to 20 are

based on the following passage: 18.A) A big noiseB) A strange

noiseC) A stranger’s noiseD) A child’s noise 19.A) The well.B)

The wheels.C) The ears.D) His ears. 20. A) Only wheel escaped.B)

The only way to escape. C) That on the way to gate.D) The way to
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